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FUR
FAKE FUR – THE
FOXY LOOK
THIS SEASON

WANT FUR?
GO FAUX THIS

THE UNFASHIONABLE
TRUTH BEHIND FUR
FARMING

winter

THE GLOBAL DEATH TOLL
Every year, the fur farming industry takes the lives of
approximately:
60 million mink
20 million foxes
13 million raccoon dogs
3 million wild-trapped animals
And these are just the animals farmed for their fur! If you
add all the rabbits that are farmed for meat and have their
fur sold as a by-product, the number rises to the billions
(figures from 2018).

DID YOU
KNOW?

Threats to the environment
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Over 100 million animals
are killed for their fur
every year

422 mink farms have
had COVID-19 outbreaks
across Europe and North
America. The mutated
virus rapidly spread from
animals to farmers,
leading to the culling of 20
million mink!

Toxic fur Animal fur
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Fox, mink, raccoon dogs &
chinchillas are confined to
cramped, filthy cages that
are breeding grounds for
infectious diseases, before
being killed & skinned for
fashion
There are more than 5,000
fur farms across Europe in
addition to farms in China
and US
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FAUX

or fur?

Lots of fake fur in stores is actually real - to test for real fur
follow these steps:
The leather test Real fur is processed with leather backing. Pull the
hairs carefully apart - If the material underneath is woven fabric rather
than real leather, it’s fake!
The wind test Real fur moves in the slightest breeze. If you blow very

WHERE DOES
THE UK STAND?
Since the UK banned fur farming
in 2002, more than £670 million
of animal fur from animals
farmed and trapped overseas
has been imported.
The UK buy a lot of fur from the
EU (Italy, France, Germany),
China and Turkey

gently over the fur and the hairs move, you are probably dealing with
real fur.

In 2020 £21 million of fur was

The burn test When burning real fur, the hairs crumble and smell like

imported into the UK, with 14%

burnt hair or skin. Fake fur - commonly made from acrylic or polyester

from Denmark - a hotspot for

- will melt into clumps & smell like burnt plastic. Make sure you only

COVID-19 in mink farms!

use this test on fur you already own!

The demand for fur is falling
with many brands joining the
Fur Free Retailer programme,
but brands like House of Fraser
are still selling it

THE SOLUTION
FOUR PAWS is lobbying government for a Fur
Free Britain - banning the import and sale of
fur in the UK
We are working with fashion brands to join
the Fur Free Retailer programme
Don’t buy fur and be wary
of misleading labelling
schemes like FURMARK –
there is no true sustainable
fur farming, so just say no!
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